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he Turks have few claims on Western T sympathies. They did not build the 
Parthenon, nor did they invent the word democracy 
(although in the last generation they have been more 
expert than the Greeks in ofi’kting one). 

But about Cyprus they are right. The only workable 
solution is partition of the island between Greek- 
Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot entities with a loose con- 
federal linkage. Efforts to force the Turks into other 
solutions, by such means as Congressional insistence 
that military aid to Turkey be cut off, are counter- 
productive. On the one hand, U.S. pressure on Turkey 
resulted in a tougher Turkish stand. The Turkish- 
Cypriots have, at Ankara’s suggestion, proclaimed 
their own autonomous state in the 40 per cent of the 
island held by the Turkish Army. On the other hand, 
Ankara has stressed that U.S. facilities in Turkey will 
be looked at with a critical eye as a consequence of the 
cutoff of U.S. aid. For how long, military analysts 
wonder, can the US., with its manifold interests in the 
Mediterranean and the Middle East, ignore Turkey’s 
strategic role as ruler of the Straits linking the Black 
Sea to the Mediterranean or the existence of the Turk- 
ish Army, third largest in NATO? 

The Cyprus problem did not start with the August, 
1974, landings of the Turkish Army, or even with the 
July, 1974, coup in which Greek officers of the 
Greek-Cypriot National Guaid, under orders from the 
then junta in Athens, attempted to overthrow Arch- 
bishop President Makarios in order to achieve enosis 
(union of Greece and Cyprus). 

When Crprus was under British rule no one wanted 
independence. Greece and Greek-Cypriots (78 per cent 
of the popul?tion) demanded enosis. Turkey and 
Turkish-Cypriots called for ruksim (partition), both to 
protect Turkish-Cypriots and because Cyprus, although 
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150 miles away from the nearest Greek outpost, is but 
45 miles from the Turkish mainland. 

Cypriot independence was a compromise by which 
the U.K., Greece, Turkey, the Greek-Cypriots, and the 
Turkish-Cypriots forbade enosis and raksirn . The 
Turkish-Cypriots had a veto power over legisla!ion, 30 
per cent of the Civil Service, 40 per cent of the mili- 
tary, and the right to name the Vice President and three 
out of ten ministers. Greece, Turkey, and the U.K.  
were the guarantors of this arrangement. 

The Cyprus Constitution lasted all of three years. I t  
was destroyed not by Turkish-Cypriots nor by right- 
wing Greeks associated with the military juntas that 
were to rule Athens in 1967-74, but by Makarios, now 
hailed as Cyprus’s “Constitutional President.” 
Turkish-Cypriot efforts to obtain their share of gov- 
ernment positions were ignored. When the Turkish- 
Cypriots vetoed laws, Makarios declared them in force 
nevertheless. Decisions of Cyprus’s Constitutional 
Court (in which the deciding vote was neither Greek 
nor Turk) that these actions were invalid bothered 
Makarios not at all. He proposed amendments to the 
Cyprus Constitution abolishing special rights of the 
Turkish-Cypriots. Turkish-Cypriots declined to agree. 
Makarios, together with the Greek-Cypriot members of 
the Cyprus legislature backed by the Greek-Cypriot 
National Guard, declared them in  effect regardless. 

asically, there was a Cypriot state but no B Cypriots. No doubt .Archbishop 
Makarios could increasingly doubt the utility of enosis 
(to which, however, he remained committed publicly 
as a future distant goal), but the independent Cypriot 
state he supports is one that will reflect the culture of 
the 78 per cent Greek majority, with others (Turks, 
Armenians, Maronites, etc.) in a minority position, 
dependent for their rights upon Greek goodwill. But no 
Turkish-Cypriot was prepared to put this sort of trust 
in the Greeks, be they of,Athens or Nicosia. In addi- 
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tion to the chasm between secular Greek-language 
nationalism and secular Turkish-language nationalism 
was the far deeper division between Eastern Orthodox 
Christian and Muslim. 

From 1963 to 1974 Turkish-Cypriots were unable to 
play a role in the Cyprus government. While a large 
number of Turks lived quietly in areas under Greek- 
Cypriot control, the majority of Turkish-Cypriots lived 
in ghettos (about 2 per cent of Cyprus land area). U.N. 
forces kept Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot apart, but the 
entire economy of Cyprus was run by the Greek- 
Cypriots. For their part, Makarios, Clerides, and other 
Greek-Cypriot leaders stressed that they had no prej- 
udices against the Turkish-Cypriots, but that Cyprus 
could not admit either the right of outside powers such 
as Turkey to interfere in its affairs (whatever the treaty 
establishing Cyprus as a state may have said) or the 
right of any group of Cypriot citizens to enjoy special 
rights (such as those the Turks were guaranteed by the 
1960 constitution). 

The 18 per cent Turkish-Cypriot minority could not 
be crushed, for behind 100,000 Turkish-Cypriots stood 
30 million Turks. During the 1960’s, however, the 
Turkish Government was unable to intervene. The 
USSR, which then regarded the Turks as hopelessly 
anti-soviet, looked with favor on the neutralist regime 
of Makarios and figured that, with the right Soviet 
policy, Greece might leave NATO. Thus when Turkey 
proposed to land troops in Cyprus in 1964, the USSR 
made threatening noises. The U.S. refused to support 
Turkey. 

The Cyprus question thereby became embroiled in 
Soviet-American conflict and consensus. In the 1950’s 
and early 1960’s it had been a means of weakening 
Greece-NATO links. After 1964 Ankara began to 
stress its own “non-Western,” or Muslim, heritage in 
a bid to obtain Third World support for its Cyprus 
policy. At the same time, Turkish-Soviet ties began to 
rise as the Turks attempted to convince Moscow that 
they should maintain a less partisan stance. The 1967 
coup in Athens, ousting a centrist govemment and 
installing a rigidly pro-NATO regime, helped this pro- 
cess along. By the 1967 U.N. Security Council debates 
on Cyprus the Soviets were blaming Greece and 
“NATO circles” while trying to praise both the 
(Greek) Cyprus and Turkish governments. 

During these ten years there were several efforts to 
reach a compromise. Greek-Cypriot and Turkish- 
Cypriot leaders sipped coffee together, and U.S., 
U.K., and U.N. “special representatives” and the like 
shuttled between capitals. But Greek-Cypriots were 
unwilling to surrender their claim to rule all of Cyprus, 
Turkish-Cypriots were unwilling to be ruled by a 
Greek-Cypriot majority state. And whatever other in- 
terests Greece and Turkey had in the affairs of Cyprus, 
that island’s tangled affairs had become part of their 
domestic politics. It was not accidental that in 1967 the 
Athens government, then under a military junta, could 
be more accommodating than the democratic Turks. 

The summer of 1974 represented the end of this 
chapter. The July coup followed from Makarios’s 
sympathies with the left-of-center opposition in 
Athens, plus the need of General Ioannides, who had 
seized power in 1973, to show his differences with the 
preceding military regime by following a nationalistic 
policy. The Turks, taking advantage of Greek divi- 
sions, of newfound Soviet neutrality, and of the sym- 
pathy they obtained from the Muslim world, landed 
troops and occupied some 40 per cent of the island. 
Cyprus geography, as well as the 3 to 1 superiority of 
the Turkish over the Greek Armed Forces, made it 
impossible for Athens to respond. The Ioannides re- 
gime fell. 

he main objection to partition has been T that Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot were 
hopelessly intermingled. The Turkish invasion 
changed that. Turkish-Cypriots, whose villages and 
towns had been occupied by Greek-Cypriot forces dur- , 

ing the anti-Makarios coup, streamed to the Turkish 
A n y  in the north. Greek-Cypriots, afraid of atrocities 
by the Turkish Army, marched south. Of the island’s 
115,OOO Turks only 10,OOO (detained against their 
will) are in its southern 60 per cent area. Of the 
island’s 525,000 Greeks only 15,000-20,OOO remain 
uneasily in its northern 40 per cent area. Perhaps 
180,000 of the Greeks in the south are refugees from 
areas occupied by the Turkish Army. 

Under these circumstances of population exchange 
and Turkish military success the idea of partition has 
been revived by the Turks. Since “international 
guarantees” of the minority status of the Turks on 
Cyprus have not worked, the Turks see partition as the 
solution. In contrast to the situation of the 195O’s, they 
no longer favor dividing the island between Greece and 
Turkey, for there is no reason for Turkey to want 
Athens to control 60 per cent of an island so near 
Turkey’s coast, since the future policies of Greece are 
unknown, whatever may be the position of the present 
right-center Karamanlis government. Rather, the Turks 
propose a federal state. Power at the center would be 
shared equally by Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot, a sure 
formula for deadlock. Hence all real power would be 
in the hands of the Greek and Turkish federal entities. 
Post-1960 history has shown that while Greek-Cypriot 
leaders are prepared to act independently of Athens 
(and would presumably continue to do so), Turkish- 
Cypriots are dependent for decision-making on An- 
kara. 

Greek-Cypriots see readily enough that a federal 
state would mean a disproportionate amount of power 
for the Turkish-Cypriot community. If, moreover, the 
proposed central government failed to function (which 
is quite likely), the northern state might well be totally 
absorbed by Turkey. ‘ 

But what assets have’they to negotiate with? The 
Turks will not accept4md there is no way to compel 
them to accept-what the Greek-Cypriots want, a uni- 
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tary state. Nor is there any use talking of “international 
guarantees.” The Turks understand well enough that 
the difficulty with the 1960 constitution was not its 
particular provisions, but the unwillingness of the in- 
ternational community to come between a state and 
“its” citizens (unless the latter are black and the rulers 
Caucasian). Instead, the Greek-Cypriots have proposed 
“cantonization,” that is, that those areas in which 
Turks were concentrated before August have adminis- 
trative autonomy within the Cypriot state. That would 
have been a great offer-before August. For these 
isolated enclaves would be vulnerable to Greek- 
Cypriot attack once the Turkish Army was removed. 
By the same token, Greek-Cypriot offers to disband 
their National Guard and leave peacemaking authority 
to the U.N. forces on the island are equally meaning- 
less. Since the U.N. regards the Makarios government 
as the legitimate government of all Cyprus, U.N.  
forces would, as in the Congo in 1960-62, concentrate 
on carrying out government decrees. 

“. . . , there was a 
Cypriot State 

but no 
Cypriots. ’ ’ 

On the other hand, the Greek-Cypriots do not feel 
they can accept the status quo. Greek and Greek- 
Cypriot leaders may concede privately that partition is 
inevitable, but how is this to be explained to the 
masses of Athens and Nicosia that think Cyprus, a l l  Cy- 
prus, to be Greek? How does one tell a refugee from 
Kyrenia that his home and farm are lost forever? For if 
the settlement were to provide, as Greek-Cypriot lead- 
ers insist it must provide, for the return of refugees, 
this would destroy the Turkish majority in the north 
-rescrambling the Cyprus egg as it were. 

Yet the Greek-Cypriot interest, rather than the 
Turkish-Cypriot, is hurt worse by the present dead- 
lock. A$ the statistics above show, northern Cyprus is 
relatively depopulated. Turkey has been able to resettle 
Turkish-Cypriot refugees on abandoned Greek-Cypriot 
land. The Greeks dare not do the like (which would, in 
any case, not be enough to settle most of the refugees), 
for to do so would be to admit that the partition is 
pennanent. 

But for the Greek-Cypriots to refuse to negotiate 
--or to insist on negotiating on a basis unacceptable to 
the Turks-is itself to freeze the status quo. Not only 

are the Turks resettling Turkish-Cypriots, but there is 
nothing to prevent them from moving Turks from Tur- 
key itself to the Turkish-held parts of Cyprus, thus 
permanently altering the ethnic balance on Cyprus. At 
the moment Ankara is willing to concede at least some 
of the temtory it holds to the Greek-Cypriots. The city 
of Famagusta, Cyprus’s main port, is one such area. 
But if there is no settlement, and Ankara, possibly by 
importing workers from Turkey, reopens the port, or if 
all the lands now held by the Turkish Army are distri- 
buted and farmed by Turks, what happens to chances 
of any Turkish concessions? For that matter, as Cyprus 
becomes ,increasingly divided into distinct Greek- 
Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot economies, the need for 
any sort of confederal link will gradually vanish. 

One example of this is currently provided by Nicosia 
Airport-the main airport of Cyprus, which has been 
closed since August. The reopening of this airport, by 
stimulating commerce, trade, and tourism, would aid 
the absorption of refugees on both sides. Accordingly, 
the Turks have proposed reopening the field on a joint 
basis, thus creating, in effect, the first administrative 
link between Greek-Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot, and 
doing so on the basis of the equality of the two sides. 

The Greek-Cypriots, because of their claim to be the 
only legitimate government on the island as the rep- 
resentative of 78 per cent of the population, have 
rejected this offer. So the airport remains closed. In 
the meantime, both Greek- and Turkish-Cypriots are 
attempting to open air communications by developing 
other (and smaller) airports. Here again the Turks. 
with less population pressure in their part of Cyprus 
and with a lesser distance to be crossed by their 
planes, have an advantage. 

Despite these advantages the Greek-Cypriots have 
refused to accept partition. They cannot hope to re- 
verse the verdict of August on Cyprus. Nor would a 
Greek-Turkish war advance their cause, for Turkey 
retains its military edge. Indeed, the democratically 
elected right-of-center Karamanlis government in 
Athens is fearful that Nicosia’s rigidity may force it 
into a war, a war that would threaten not only the 
Greek role in Cyprus but Greek control of areas in the 
Aegean Sea which may have important oil resources. 

The Greek-Cypriots look to the superpowers to curb 
the Turks, as they did in 1964. To be sure, neither the 
USSR nor the U . S .  has recognized the Turkish- 
Cypriots’ claim; both regard the Makarios government 
as the only legal one on Cyprus. The USSR has in- 
sisted that any solution must evolve from a proposed 
eighteen-nation meeting (the fifteen Security Council 
members, Greece, Turkey; Cyprus) at which the 
Greek-Cypriots (i.e., the government of Cyprus), but 
not the Turkish-Cypriots, would be represented. 

On a more substantive level the USSR has endorsed 
the Greek and Greek-Cypriot concept of “cantoniza- 
tion.” But in contrast to 1964 the USSR refuses to 
criticize the Turks (unnamed “NATO circles” are 
blamed) or to threaten Ankara with the consequences 
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of a policy of partition. Remembering that Turkish 
airspace was available to Moscow during the Yom 
Kippur War, that neither the 1973 elections in Turkey 
nor the 1974 elections in Greece showed any notice- 
able trend toward a leftist or neutralist position, and 
that “neutral” Cyprus was quite willing to provide 
bases to the U.S., the USSR may well conclude that it 
has no obligations to any side in the Cyprus dispute 
and may simply watch the U.S. get lost in the thicket 
of obligations to Ankara, Athens, and Ni 

Greek-Cypriot and 
even between Greek and Turk, 
executive on one side and the 

Cypriot refugees, 
of the executive 
Congressional approval, political concern for the fu- 
ture of Greek democracy (somehow Turkish democ- 
racy is a less exciting subject), and electoral concern 
for two million Greek-Americans and their supporters. 
Hence angry Congressional attacks at Secretary 
Kissinger’s willingness (despite U.S. laws specifying 
the uses to which aided nations may put their armies) 
to continue military aid to Turkey in the face of Turk- 
ish landings on Cyprus. As for the executive branch, 
its priority is a settlement that will maintain U.S. ties 
to both Ankara and Athens, with Ankara having greater 
er importance. It feels that as long as Greek-Cypriots 
have their hopes raised by Congressional cessation of 
military aid to Turkey, the Athens government will be 
unable to negotiate. 
U.S. Congressional action has annoyed rather than 

alarmed the Turks. Are Turkish Muslims, it has been 
asked, “second-class” members of NATO because of 
their religion? Since the Turkish-American alliance is 
for the benefit of both states, Turks resent the unilat- 
‘era1 imposition of conditions on aid by the U.S. In any 
case, Turkish leaders cannot make concessions or ac- 
cept U.S. mediation as long as they are under U.S. 

pressure. No doubt this would be less true if U.S. 
weapons could not be replaced. But the arms that 
Ankara is not receiving from the U.S. can be bought in 
West Germany and other European states. 

For Turkey has its own domestic‘.plitics. Greeks 
may talk of Turkish extremism on the Cyprus issue, 
but Turks note that after waiting ten years to land on 
the island to protect Turkish-Cypriots they have ac- 
cepted the principle of a single, if .federal, Cyprus, 
two-thirds of which will be Greek-Cypriot controlled. 
Turkey’s govemment crisis, which lasted from Septem- 
ber to March, arose indeed from the unwillingness 
of Prime Minister Ecevit of the Republican People’s 
Party to accept demands by his coalition partner, the 
Islamic fundamentalist National Salvation Party, that 
all Cyprus be annexed or, at the very least, that no 
federal govemment be created on Cyprus. A new omin- 
ous sign is the establishment of a right-of-center cabinet 
in Turkey headed by Prime Minister Suleyman Demirel 
and including the National Salvation Party. 

ecent U.S. Senate suggestions that U.S. R aid to Turkey be resumed thus reflect the 
realities of power. No Turkish Government that ac- 
cepted anything less than partition with confederation 
would be viable in Turkish domestic politics. For noth- 
ing less, given the Cyprus record of the past fifteen 
years, will protect the rights of the Turkish-Cypriots. 
But if negotiations do not begin soon, even confedera- 
tion may be unattainable. In turn, unrealistic Greek 
and Greek-Cypriot hopes of U.S. intervention must be 
dashed so that the Greek Government can make its 
people accept a partition settlement as the best that can 
be obtained. The alternative is that Greek hopes could 
lead to increased Greek-American tension when the 
bubble bursts or to Greek-Turkish war, which would 
be a disaster for both sides and destroy the U.S. posi- 
tion in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

“Hellenism,” Matthew Amold once wrote, “is the 
ability to see things as they really are.” Cyprus has 
been partitioned. All that remains is to accept the fact. 


